
YBKC SUMMER CAMP MEDICAL RELEASE FORM  

SCHOOL NAME:____________________________________________________________________________ 

STUDENT NAME:__________________________________________BIRTHDATE: ____________________ 

HOME ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________________ 

HOME PHONE:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

PARENT/GUARDIAN:______________________________________RELATIONSHIP:__________________ 

PARENT/GUARDIAN PHONE:_________________________________________________________________ 

PHYSICIAN:______________________________________PHYSICIAN PHONE:________________________ 

EMERGENCY CONTACT IN THE EVENT A PARENT CAN NOT BE REACHED: 

NAME:___________________________________RELATIONSHIP:________________PHONE:____________ 

LIST IMPORTANT MEDICAL INFORMATION AND/OR HEALTH CONCERNS: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

MEDICAL INSURANCE COMPANY:_______________________________TYPE OF INSURANCE:_______ 

ID OR GROUP NUMBER:______________________________________________________________________ 

I confirm that the information on this medical release form is valid to the best of my knowledge. In the event that I 
cannot be reached in an emergency, I hereby give permission to the physician selected by the workshop director to 
hospitalize, to secure proper treatment, or to order injection, anesthesia or surgery for my child as named above.  

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE:__________________________________________DATE:____________ 

Student Contract 
My signature verifies that I understand the conditions of my participation in the Balfour YBKC Summer Camp. Failure to 
comply with any of these conditions will result in immediate termination of my participation in the workshop and a loss of all 
workshop fees paid.  

1. All participants must be on time for every scheduled session. 
2. Participants are not allowed to go off campus at any time. 
3. Participants are requested to wear their name badges at all times. Meals will not be served to any student without a name badge. 
4. No alcohol, tobacco or nonprescription drugs of any kind are permitted. 
5. Visitors from outside the workshop are not allowed. 
6. If you are an overnight high school camper, you must observe and respect the dorm quiet time of 11 p.m. 
7. If you are an overnight high school camper, you must be in your own suite by 11 p.m. and may not spend any time in another suite between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
8. If you are an overnight high school camper, you not meet in the dorm hallways. All group meetings must take place in either a suite lounge or in the main dorm lounges. 
9. No students are allowed to leave the workshop early without written permission of a parent or guardian.  
10. All participants are responsible for the condition and use of the dorm rooms, hallways, lounges, auditoriums and other classrooms. Be respectful of the property - avoid 
littering, sitting on desks, dangling feet over seating, etc. Students will clean up any damages immediately and any charges incurred after inspection will be billed directly 
to the students’ parents. 
11. Please refrain from using vulgar, inappropriate language or behavior. 

STUDENT’S SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________ 


